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COVID-19 has already spread to more than 200 countries affecting 1,210,956 humans and resulting in
67594 deaths worldwide [1]. It predominantly affects adults whereas children constitute about 1-5% of
all confirmed cases [2]. Similar to adults, cough (48.5%) and fever (41.5%) are the most common
manifestation in children [2]. However, a significant proportion (8-30%) of children have presented
with gastrointestinal (GIT) symptoms too [2,3], suggesting the predilection of COVID-19 for the
angiotensin-converting enzyme II receptor of GIT [4]. The overall incidence of GIT symptoms might
be underreported as screening is solely based on respiratory symptoms as of now.
The above observations are well supported by recent studies. Wu et al reported that 55% of
patients’ fecal samples were positive for SARS CoV-2 RNA by real-time RT-PCR, and it remained
positive for 27.9 days. Importantly, the fecal sample remained positive longer than the respiratory
samples [5]. In another series of 10 children, the rectal swab was positive in seven patients, and the viral
RNA was detected in stool well after the respiratory tract sample turned negative [3]. These findings
suggest that viral shedding from the gastro-intestinal tract persists much beyond (~2 weeks) the
respiratory system. This is thought to be due to low cycle threshold (Ct) or high viral load in stool
sample as compared to nasopharyngeal swab [3]. Till now the infectivity of the fecal shedding is not
proven, and there are chances of fecal viral genomic material shedding without any infective potential.
However, this ‘no evidence of infectivity’ shall not be taken as ‘evidence of non-infectivity’.
Considering mild course of COVID-19 in children, these findings may not have much relevance for
themselves but their probable potential carrier status will have strong implications over the containment
strategies. Therefore, it will be wiser to follow toiletry hygiene along with respiratory hygiene and
etiquette.
Most current guidelines recommend discharging COVID-19 patients when they turn
asymptomatic with two negative consecutive oropharyngeal swab RT-PCR done at least one day apart.
However, the recent reports of persistent fecal shedding even up to three weeks after negative
oropharyngeal swabs are of concern [3,5]. We understand that in current scenario, amidst a limited
supply of kits, testing for fecal shedding may not be wise. But, ignorance to their probable carrier status
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may continue the chain of transmission. Also, there are instances where patients were discharged after
two consecutively negative swabs and later became symptomatic and were re-admitted. On readmission, the repeat swab report came out positive [3]. However, these instances are mostly related to
false negative results (either due to poor sampling technique or low sensitivity of the kit) of the earlier
tests. The more robust animal studies suggest that the reinfection with SARS-CoV-2 does not occur [6].
However, to be on the safer side, shouldn’t we go for more stringent steps and keep them in homeisolation for two more weeks after negative nasopharyngeal swab?
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